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The Aesthetic Medicine: Art and Techniques provides step-by-step instructions in the
procedures and techniques commonly employed in aesthetic medicine. The book is divided
into four parts, the first two of which offer an introduction to aesthetic medicine and discuss
preoperative assessment and treatment. Detailed guidance is then given on a wide range of
cutaneous procedures, including the use of botulinum toxins, dermabrasion and
microdermabrasion, cryotherapy, chemical peel skin resurfacing, laser treatments,
mesotherapy, sclerotherapy, capacitive radiofrequency treatment, and the use of dermarollers.
The final part of the book is devoted to techniques employed in shaping the face and body,
such as breast and facial augmentation, penile enhancement, liposuction, and management of
hair loss or excess hair. All procedures are depicted with the aid of numerous high-quality
illustrations and color photographs. This book will serve as an excellent guide for both
beginners and experienced practitioners.
In 1981, the Norwegian physiologist and cyberneticist, Rune Aaslid, developed a device which
made it possible to apply the transcranial Doppler sonographic technique in man. In 1983, Dr.
Albrecht Harders took on the project of working out a clinically practicable method that would
allow atraumatic measurements to be made of the blood flow velocity in the large branches
ofthe circle of Willis. The technique has now become a competitor of the conventional methods
of measuring the intracranial hemodynamics, including angiography and the xenon method of
cerebral blood flow measurement. Harders proceeded from the assumption that the
measurement of the blood flow velocity is more relevant for clinical diagnoses than the usual
volume flow measurements. He stresses the very valuable application of the technique in
detecting cerebral vasospasm before and after aneurysm surgery. The changes in the blood
flow velocities measured by transcranial Doppler sonography in the individual vessel segments
of the circle of Willis are interpreted with respect to the various factors that can effect such
changes (collateral circulation in the circle of Willis, diameter of the vessel, vascular resistance,
the general cardiovascular situation, arterial partial CO pressure, autoregulatory factors,
position of body). The rate of 2 complications associated with angiography has thus been
reduced, since the best time both for angiography and for surgery can be determined, and
continuous TCD examinations show when the patient is out of a critical phase of cerebral
vasospasm.
The phenomenon of Doris Lessing's global reputation and readership is addressed for the first
time in In Pursuit of Doris Lessing through a series of essays that also provide a provocative
overview of Lessing's long career from The Grass Is Singing, the first of a series of African and
woman-centered politically radical works, to her latest galactic and politically conservative
works. Nine different Lessings emerge from these essays, forcing us to question received
propositions about the universality of literature and the stability of the text and uncovering and
recovering in the process the pungent, variable, controversial Lessing who has been and
remains as international and transcultural as she is African and English.
L'histoire des sciences traditionnelle paraît souvent rassembler ce que l'histoire a de plus
ennuyeux, et la science de plus retors. Cette histoire de la Raison qui prétend, à coups de
héros inspirés et de glorieuses découvertes, ignorer celles, parallèles, de la déraison et des
sentiments est comme un conte de fées sans ogre qui ne ferait même pas frémir les enfants.
D'où la nécessité d'une histoire " sentimentale " des sciences, susceptible de remettre un peu
de désordre dans le musée poussiéreux de nos certitudes sur l'élaboration des Bavoirs. On y
rencontrera un pionnier aveugle du cinéma, des Naturphilosophen politiquement incorrects, un
Denis Papin fabriqué sur mesure, un Maupertuis étendu pour le compte, un chirurgien
éventrant les crapauds et scrutant le sexe des sorcières, un Newton fabriquant des cerfs
volants à pétards, un Voltaire tranchant la tête d'une douzaine d'escargots et un maître d'école
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suisse illuminant d'une formule magique le cœur de l'atome. Des idées les moins géniales de
Léonard de Vinci aux intuitions les plus fructueuses des savants romantiques, on suivra les
imprévisibles linéaments de la pensée savante et l'on prendra la mesure de la profondeur
vertigineuse à laquelle plongent ses racines poétiques, mystiques et magiques.
The twenty-first century has so far proven to be exciting and wondrous and filled with
challenges we had never dreamed. New possibilities previously unimagined appear almost
daily . . . and science fiction stories continue to explore those possibilities with delightful
results: Collected in this anthology are such compelling stories as: "On K2 with Kanakaredes"
by Dan Simmons. A relentlessly paced and absorbing tale set in the near future about three
mountain climbers who must scale the face of K2 with some very odd company. "The Human
Front" by Ken MacLeod. In this compassionate coming-of-age tale the details of life are just a
bit off from things as we know them-and nothing is as it appears to be. "Glacial" by Alastair
Reynolds. A fascinating discovery on a distant planet leads to mass death and a wrenching
mystery as spellbinding as anything in recent short fiction. The twenty-six stories in this
collection imaginatively takes us far across the universe, into the very core of our beings, to the
realm of the gods, and the moment just after now. Included here are the works of masters of
the form and of bright new talents, including: Eleanor Arnason Chris Beckett Michael Blumlein
Michael Cassutt Brenda W. Clough Paul Di Filippo Andy Duncan Carolyn Ives Gilman Jim
Grimsley Simon Ings James Patrick Kelly Leigh Kennedy Nancy Kress Ian R. MacLeod Ken
MacLeod Paul J. McAuley Maureen F. McHugh Robert Reed Alastair Reynolds Geoff Ryman
William Sanders Dan Simmons Allen M. Steele Charles Stross Michael Swanwick Howard
Waldrop Supplementing the stories are the editor's insightful summation of the year's events
and a lengthy list of honorable mentions, making this book a valuable resource in addition to
serving as the single best place in the universe to find stories that stir the imagination and the
heart.
Having lost an election, been thrown out by their party, or retired on grounds of ill-health, what
do former British prime ministers do? In the first book to look at the lives, political roles and
influence of former prime ministers, Theakston analyzes all the former prime ministers from
Walpole in the 18th century to Blair today.
Inicié mi especialidad de urólogo con los estudios contrastados: urograma, pielografía
percutánea, pielografía ascendente. En año 84, tuve en mis manos por primera vez una
imagen y un informe ecográfico. La desconfianza fue inmediata, porque lo que se me
mostraba, distaba totalmente de lo que estaba acostumbrado a ver. Pasaron los años, los
estudios ecográficos se fueron masificando, pero la desconfianza siempre estaba en algún
rinconcito de la mente quizás fogoneadas por las discrepancias entre los informes ecográficos
y el pensamiento urológico, sumado a una frase trillada "la ecografía es operador
dependiente". Para mí; fue una frase superadora, porque conociendo el pensamiento
urológico, me inicié en el estudio de la ecografía. Con el correr de los años fui elaborando un
pensamiento, el cual hoy se ve reflejado en este libro, donde se correlaciona perfectamente la
anatomía urológica normal con las imágenes ecográficas, haciendo aportes nuevos y
esclareciendo algunos conceptos que al momento actual eran puntos de controversia. Estoy
seguro que lo enunciado previamente debe ser una herramienta fundamental para el
ecografista tanto en su formación como también en el convencimiento de: "quien sabe
anatomía ecográfica normal del árbol y genitales externos, comprendiendo sus variantes, está
preparado para entender e informar en forma precisa, cuando los procesos patológicos se
hagan presente".

A world list of books in the English language.
Keohane examines the main British political parties' attitude to Britain's policy on
three key security issues, namely the use of force, nuclear weapons and security
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in Northern Ireland. He analyses how each of the parties viewed conflicts at
Suez, the Falklands and the Gulf, elucidates their perspective on nuclear
weapons and concludes with a review of their attitude towards security in
Northern Ireland. The book finds the parties' policies reflect their distinctive views
on security while international conditions often severely affect the policy pursued.
It is now 150 years ago, on 25th May 1842, that the son of a Salzburg ston
emason presented a scientific work "On the coloured light of the double stars and
certain other heavenly bodies" at a meeting of the Royal Bo hemian Society of
Sciences held in Prague. Christian Andreas Doppler, then professor at the
Prague Technical Institute, set a milestone in scien tific history in the meeting
room of the Royal Society in the Charles Uni versity, just a few meters from the
National Theatre where another genius from Salzburg, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, had celebrated his musical triumph with the premiere of his opera Don
Giovanni fifty-five years earlier. Doppler's lecture set out in brilliant simplicity what
we now call the Doppler principle, which since has found numerous uses in
astronomy, which was of primary interest to Christian Doppler. In addition, it has
found countless practical applications in physics, navigation, aeronautics,
geodesy, medicine, science and technology. In medicine alone, Doppler
sonography is now an established diagnostic procedure in the fields of childbirth,
cardiology and diseases of the blood vessels, neurology, neuro surgery and
vascular surgery, and is continually finding new medical appli cations in today's
world of high technology.
The Search for Christian DopplerSpringer Science & Business Media
It was Winston Churchill who, in his speech at Fulton, Missouri, advocated a
'special relationship between the British Commonwealth...and the United
States...the continuance of intimate relationships between our military advisers,
leading to the common study of potential dangers'. Through the eyes of Churchill,
Roosevelt and their successors, Sir Robin Renwick traces the development of
the Anglo-American relationship since the desperate summer of 1940 and the
part it played in the shaping of the post-war world. Detecting once again a whiff of
the 1930s in the air, Sir Robin concludes that, as one of the ties that bind Europe
and North America, the relationship remains an important one, and not only to
Britain and the United States. There are many on both sides of the Atlantic who
will think that the world would have been poorer without it. Nor has the world yet
assumed so secure and predictable a form as to render it redundant.
Every few years a dissertation comes to the area of clinical application of medical
technology which carries us forward as on a magic carpet into new regions of
understanding and patient care. This book is such a magic carpet. It brings
together, in a clear and incisive fashion, important hemodynamic principles with a
simple noninvasive method of application to a part of the cerebral vasculature
which has been relatively inaccessible. To the lucky and perceptive person who
reads this book, a feeling of excitement and hope for progress is engendered.
The diligent application of the potentials of transcranial Doppler ultrasound brings
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new power to our efforts in understanding the cerebral circulation and the
causes, treatment and prevention of cerebrovascular disorders. Merrill P.
Spencer, M. D. Director Institute of Applied Physiology and Medicine Seattle,
Wash. , July 1986 Acknowledgements I am greatly indebted to Prof. He1ge
Nornes, Oslo, who introduced me to the fascinating study of cerebral
hemodynamics in the early 1970's and since then continually encouraged my
interest in this field. It was through his pioneering work on the cerebral circulationusing peroperative electromagnetic flowmetry and Doppler techniques-that the
basis was laid for the noninvasive trans cranial approach to the circle of Willis
described in this book. I also gratefully acknowledge the stimulating case
discussions with Prof. Peter Huber, Berne, at the very early introduction of trans
cranial Doppler, the inspiring exchange of ideas with Dr. Merrill P.
In this book fluid mechanics and thermodynamics (F&T) are approached as
interwoven, not disjoint fields. The book starts by analyzing the creeping motion
around spheres at rest: Stokes flows, the Oseen correction and the LagerstromKaplun expansion theories are presented, as is the homotopy analysis. 3D
creeping flows and rapid granular avalanches are treated in the context of the
shallow flow approximation, and it is demonstrated that uniqueness and stability
deliver a natural transition to turbulence modeling at the zero, first order closure
level. The difference-quotient turbulence model (DQTM) closure scheme reveals
the importance of the turbulent closure schemes’ non-locality effects.
Thermodynamics is presented in the form of the first and second laws, and
irreversibility is expressed in terms of an entropy balance. Explicit expressions for
constitutive postulates are in conformity with the dissipation inequality. Gas
dynamics offer a first application of combined F&T. The book is rounded out by a
chapter on dimensional analysis, similitude, and physical experiments.
Timothy Heppell brings together a renowned group of contributors to consider the
role of the Leader of the Opposition in British Politics. The book argues that the
neglect of opposition studies needs to be addressed, especially given the
increasing importance attached to the performance the Leader of the Opposition
in the British political system.
The English Tribe is about the crisis of nation and national identity facing the
English - and the British - as we meet the challenges of the global economy and
absorption into a federal Europe. It asks: what does it mean to be English - and
British - at the very end of the twentieth-century? And it argues that as Britain
becomes part of a federal Europe there will be no need for the centralized United
Kingdom (monarchy, Westminster and Whitehall) as power is divided upwards to
Brussels and downwards to the nations, regions and cities of Britain.
It is commonly held that there is no place for the 'now’ in physics, and also that
the passing of time is something subjective, having to do with the way reality is
experienced but not with the way reality is. Indeed, the majority of modern
theoretical physicists and philosophers of physics contend that the passing of
time is incompatible with modern physical theory, and excluded in a fundamental
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description of physical reality. This book provides a forceful rebuttal of such
claims. In successive chapters the author explains the historical precedents of
the modern opposition to time flow, giving careful expositions of matters relevant
to becoming in classical physics, the special and general theories of relativity,
and quantum theory, without presupposing prior expertise in these subjects.
Analysing the arguments of thinkers ranging from Aristotle, Russell, and Bergson
to the proponents of quantum gravity, he contends that the passage of time,
understood as a local becoming of events out of those in their past at varying
rates, is not only compatible with the theories of modern physics, but implicit in
them.
This book argues that masculine identity is in deep crisis in Western culture - the
old forms are disintegrating, while men struggle to establish new relations with
women and with each other. This book offers a fresh look at gender, particularly
masculinity, by using material from the author's work as a psychotherapist. The
book also considers the contrubtions made by feminism, sociology and
anthropology to the study of gender, and suggests that it must be studied from an
interdisciplinary standpoint. Masculity is seen to have economic, political and
psychological roots, but the concrete development of gender must be traced in
the relations of the male infant with his parents. Here the young boy has to
separate from his mother, and his own proto-feminine identity, and identify with
his father - but in Western culture fathering is often deficient. Male identity is
shown to be fractured, fragile and truncated. Men are trained to be rational and
violent, and to shut out whole areas of existence and feeling. Many stereotypes
imprison men - particularly machismo, which is shown to be deeply masochistic
and self-destructive.
The measurement of the cerebral circulation in children, particularly in newborns
and young infants, has for a long time been high on the list of needs in clinical
and scientific pediatrics. The methods available to date have either been too
unreliable or unsuitable for use on children. In the course of a research project at
the Department of Pediatrics of the Uni versity of Freiburg, Dr. Harald Bode has
made the first systematic ex amination of the cerebral circulation of children using
transcranial Doppler sonography. Over 500 children with ages between 0 and 18
years were included in this exhaustive study, documenting Doppler
measurements in about 3,000 basal cerebral arteries. Basic reference values
were obtained which involved adapting the methodology and available equipment
to the special re quirements of the pediatrician. Moreover, the influence of
biological and physiological factors on these Doppler values has also been
considered in addition to those of disease and therapy. The result is an
impressive record of the many applications of trans cranial Doppler sonography
during childhood. It is not difficult to predict that this methodology will be of lasting
value and capable of further de velopment. I hope this book receives the
attention it undoubtedly deserves and that the author is able to continue in
realizing his fruitful scientific ideas in clinical pediatric practice.
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Are history books giving us the whole story? Or is civilization far more complex
and for older than we have been taught? Our school textbooks barely mention
the 6,000-year-old Sumerian civilization, yet the latest archaeological findings at
sites such as Jericho and, most recently, Gobekli Tepe in Turkey have been
dated to 10,000 BC. Civilization goes back at least another 10,000 years, if we
are willing to believe what our ancestors themselves claimed. The Lost
Civilization Enigma reveals the truth about: Lost magnitudes to known cultures,
such as the Bosnian Pyramids and the civilization of “Old Europe”; The fabled
lost “golden” cities of South America and the Amazon, which are slowly being
rediscovered; Fascinating examples of lost technology, such as the Antikythera
Device; Atlantis and the fact that it was a real civilization. Analyzing the historical
and archaeological record, best-selling author Philip Coppens demonstrates that
there is substantial evidence that civilization is far older, far more advanced, and
far more special than is currently accepted. Clearly, our history books have left
out a great deal!
Smartly conceived and fast paced, his book offers something for anyone curious
about math and its impacts.
This book explores the role of television in the 1950s and early 1960s, with a focus on
the relationship between Tories and TV. The early 1950s were characterized by
recovery from war and high politics. Television was a new medium that eventually came
to dominate mass media and political culture. But what impact did this transition have
on political organization and elite power structures? Winston Churchill avoided it;
Anthony Eden wanted to control it; Harold Macmillan tried to master it; and Alec
Douglas-Home was not Prime Minister long enough to fully utilize it. The Conservative
Party’s relationship with the new medium of television is a topic rich with scholarly
questions and interesting quirks that were characteristic of the period. This exploration
examines the changing dynamics between politics and the media, at grassroots and
elite levels. Through analysing rich and diverse source materials from the Conservative
Party Archive, Anthony Ridge-Newman takes a case study approach to comparing the
impact of television at different points in the party’s history. In mapping changes across
a thirteen year period of continual Conservative governance, this book argues that the
advent of television contributed to the party’s transition from a membership-focused
party to a television-centric professionalized elite.
Expanded and updated edition highlighting current standards and breakthroughs in the
technology of Doppler ultrasound Includes latest advances in 3D and color doppler and
4D fetal echocardiography Includes more than 500 illustrations, including more than
150 in color
This book presents the first full-length study of the stylistically experimental and
influential novelist George Moore’s (1852-1933) repeated acts of rewriting. Moore
extensively and repeatedly revised and re-issued many of his major works, sometimes
years or even decades after they were initially published. This monograph provides new
insights into how this process shaped and determined his work, and by extension into
the creative significance of literary rewriting more generally. It also offers the first
sustained application of linguistic pragmatics, the study of meaning in interaction, to the
work of a single author, opening up questions about how analytical paradigms
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developed in pragmatics can explain how rewriting can affect the interactive
relationship between a literary text and its readers. The book will be of interest to
students and researchers in the areas of pragmatics, stylistics, literary history, English
literature and Irish literature.
A finely drawn portrait of Einstein's sixteen months in Prague In the spring of 1911,
Albert Einstein moved with his wife and two sons to Prague, the capital of Bohemia,
where he accepted a post as a professor of theoretical physics. Though he intended to
make Prague his home, he lived there for just sixteen months, an interlude that his
biographies typically dismiss as a brief and inconsequential episode. Einstein in
Bohemia is a spellbinding portrait of the city that touched Einstein's life in unexpected
ways—and of the gifted young scientist who left his mark on the science, literature, and
politics of Prague. Michael Gordin's narrative is a masterfully crafted account of a
person encountering a particular place at a specific moment in time. Despite being heir
to almost a millennium of history, Einstein's Prague was a relatively marginal city within
the sprawling Austro-Hungarian Empire. Yet Prague, its history, and its multifaceted
culture changed the trajectories of Einstein's personal and scientific life. It was here that
his marriage unraveled, where he first began thinking seriously about his Jewish
identity, and where he embarked on the project of general relativity. Prague was also
where he formed lasting friendships with novelist Max Brod, Zionist intellectual Hugo
Bergmann, physicist Philipp Frank, and other important figures. Einstein in Bohemia
sheds light on this transformative period of Einstein's life and career, and brings vividly
to life a beguiling city in the last years of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
This book is about the mechanisms of wealth creation, or what we like to think of as
evolutionary "progress." The massive circular flow of goods and services between
producers and consumers is not a perpetual motion machine; it has been dependent for
the past 150 years on energy inputs from a finite storage of fossil fuels. In this book,
you will learn about the three key requirements for wealth creation, and how this
process acts according to physical laws, and usually after some part of the natural
wealth of the planet has been exploited in an episode of "creative destruction."
Knowledge and natural capital, particularly energy, will interact to power the human
wealth engine in the future as it has in the past. Will it sputter or continue along the path
of evolutionary progress that we have come to expect? Can the new immaterial wealth
of information and ideas, which makes up the so-called knowledge economy, replace
depleted natural wealth? These questions have no simple answers, but this masterful
book will help you to understand the grand challenge of our time. Praise for Energy,
Complexity and Wealth Maximization: “... people who run the modern world (politicians,
economists and lawyers) have a very poor grasp of how it really works because they do
not understand the fundamentals of energy, exergy and entropy ... those decisionmakers would greatly benefit from reading this book ...” - Vaclav Smil, Distinguished
Professor Emeritus, University of Manitoba “... A grandiose design; impressive, worth
reading and reflecting!” - Prof. Dr. Ernst Ulrich von Weizäcker, Founder of Wuppertal
Institute; Co-President of the Club of Rome, Former Member of the German Bundestag,
co-chair of the UN’s Resource Panel “... The book is a must read for concerned
citizens and decision makers across the globe.” - RK Pachauri, Founder and Executive
Vice Chairman, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) and ex-chair, International
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
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What comes next for a former leader in a democracy - a Prime Minister or President
obliged to leave office because they have lost an election, come to the end of their
constitutionally-fixed term, lost the backing of their party, or chosen to leave? This book
analyses the role and political influence of former leaders in Western democratic states.
At the present time several techniques are available for studying quantitatively global
and regional blood flow and metabolism of the human brain. How ever, many scientists
working in the clinical and research field who would like to use these tools for their
investigations may be less familiar with the indi cations and limitations of the individual
methods. The rapid development of both modern imaging techniques and new tracers
may have led to some con fusion in answering the question as to which method is
appropriate to solve the diagnostic problem of an individuum with brain disease.
Scepticism and ignorance as to the methods to be used as tools in differential diagnosis
of brain disorders may have prevented their widespread introduction into clinical
practice. Thus, the significance of circulatory and metabolic parameters involved in the
majority of diseases of the central nervous system may have been overlooked. The
contributions compiled in this book describe in detail the individual techniques, outline
their indications and limitations and deal in particular with newer methods such as the
atraumatic 133Xe technique, stable xenon tomogra phy, three-dimensional techniques
such as 133Xe single photon emission tomog raphy and N-isopropylP23-iodoamphetamine. Positron emission tomography studies provide information on
function and metabolism, particularly that of oxygen and glucose, in regional brain
areas of interest. Nuclear magnetic reso nance may be a promising method for studying
metabolic parameters; however, accurate circulation measurements can not be
performed at present.

Europe is the cradle of the modem international chemical industry. From the
middle of the nineteenth century until the outbreak of World War I, the European
chemical industry influenced not only the production and control of science and
technology, but also made significant contributions towards economic
development, as well as bringing about profound changes in working and living
enviromnents. It is a highly complex heritage, both rich and threatening, that calls
for close scrutinity. Fortunately, a unique opportunity to explore the historical
development of the European chemical industry from a variety of novel
standpoints, was made possible during 1993 as part of the European Science
Foundation (ESF) programme called 'The Evolution of Chemistry in Europe,
1789-1939.' This process of exploration has taken place through three
workshops, each dealing with different time periods. The workshop concerned
with the period 1850-1914, which corresponds roughly to the so-called Second
Industrial Revolution, was held in Maastricht, The Netherlands, on 23-25 March
1995. This volume is the outcome of that workshop. The other workshops dealing
with European chemical industry were held in Liege in 1994, covering the First
Industrial Revolution period, 1789-1850, and Strasbourg in 1996, covering the
period between the two World Wars.
Up to date, the treatment of arteriovenous racemose angiomas of the brain
remains unsatisfactory. Intraoperative hemorrhages, post-embolizational or
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postoperative deficits depending on the site and size of the A VM as well as
inoperability of rare angioma types have promoted the technical improvement of
diagnostic and therapeutic approaches. Nevertheless, some pathophysiological
problems of A VM hemodynamics have not been solved. Many angiographical
studies, observations during embolization and operation, dopplersonographical
and other perfusion measurements provided some insight. Sufficient animal
models have yet to be developed in order to elucidate the pathophysiological
mechanisms. This monograph describes A V fistula models in cats and rats, both
conventional and newly developed, which allow a better comparison with human
cerebral angiomas than previous ones. The most important result is that the
model of the breakthrough of arterial pressure waves into the capillaries following
a failure of cerebrovascular regulation cannot be confirmed. Rather, according to
the findings in precapillary vessels presented here, the regulation functions
normally so that a breakdown of regulation cannot be responsible for global brain
edema often seen after removal of angiomas. The regulation was demonstrated
using different methods, most important of which being the CO response of 2
brain vessels to varying CO contents of the inhaled air. Angiographical,
dopplersonographical and 2 perioperative dopplersonographical as well as
intraoperative measurements of flow and pressure have been applied.
A stellar collection of contributors consider each British post-war Prime Minister
and examine how they have dealt with Britain's changing role, domestic and
overseas, since the end of WWII. Even at the start of the 21st century, Britain
remains in a state of transition, between a world which is dead and one still
struggling to be born.
Pulsed lasers are available in the gas, liquid, and the solid state. These lasers
are also enormously versatile in their output characteristics yielding emission
from very large energy pulses to very high peak-power pulses. Pulsed lasers are
equally versatile in their spectral characteristics. This volume includes an
impressive array of current research on pulsed laser phenomena and
applications. Laser Pulse Phenomena and Applications covers a wide range of
topics from laser powered orbital launchers, and laser rocket engines, to lasermatter interactions, detector and sensor laser technology, laser ablation, and
biological applications.
During the course of the Twentieth Century, nineteen men and one woman - from
Robert Cecil, Third Marquis of Salisbury to Tony Blair - have occupied the post of
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom.
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